Subject Verb Agreement:
The person and number of verbs are the changes that indicate that the verbs agree in person and number with their subjects. The auxiliary verb must agree with the subject. For a verb to agree with third person singular subjects add -s or -es to the verb. In the present tense, most verbs change only once from the base form to agree with the subject.

To Do – Present Tense
- I do
- you do
- he, she, it does
- We do
- you do
- they do

To Have – Present Tense
- I have
- you have
- he, she, it has
- We have
- you have
- they have

To Be – Present Tense
- I am
- you are
- he, she, it is
- We are
- you are
- they are
Subject Verb Agreement:
The person and number of verbs are the changes that indicate that the verbs agree in person and number with their subjects. The auxiliary verb must agree with the subject. For a verb to agree with third person singular subjects add -s or -es to the verb. In the present tense, most verbs change only once from the base form to agree with the subject.

Say it! Write it! Repeat it!

To Go – Present
I go    you go    he, she, it goes
We go   you go   they go

To Sing – Present
I sing    you sing    he, she, it sings
We sing   you sing   they sing

To think
I think    you think    he, she, it thinks
We think    you think    they think
Subject Verb Agreement:
The person and number of verbs are the changes that indicate that the verbs agree in person and number with their subjects. The auxiliary verb must agree with the subject. For a verb to agree with third person singular subjects add -s or -es to the verb. In the present tense, most verbs change only once from the base form to agree with the subject.

To Do – Past Tense
I did you did he, she, it did

We did you all did they did

To Have – Past Tense
I had You had he, she, it had

We had You all had they had

To Be – Past Tense
I was you were he, she, was

We were you were they were